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Monthly News  

 
Cyber Security in focus as Qatar energy industry aligns with national R&D 

agenda 

Following the 2012 cyber-attacks on Qatar's RasGas and Saudi Arabia's state oil company 

Saudi Aramco, Qatar's leadership have stepped up to the challenges of cyber security. 

Read:https://www.zawya.com/story/Cyber_Security_in_Focus_as_Qatar_Energy_Industry_Aligns_

with_National_RD_Agenda-ZAWYA20150414084521/  

 

Pentagon to recruit thousands for cybersecurity reserve force 

The ‘surge forces’ will be trained by the Defence Department and help defend the energy 

sector, telecommunications and other so-called critical infrastructure. 

Read: http://www.defenseone.com/technology/2015/04/pentagon-recruit-thousands-

cybersecurity-reserve-force/110407/ 

 

Abu Dhabi to host cyber security forum that examines best practises for critical 

energy infrastructure protection 

The energy sector with its reliance on Industrial Control Systems (ICS) has been quick to take 

advantage of the internet connected systems to reduce costs and improve efficiency but in 

doing so it has exposed itself to a host of cyber security risks yet to be properly understood 

and more importantly properly managed. 

Read:https://www.zawya.com/story/Abu_Dhabi_to_host_cyber_security_forum_that_examines_b

est_practises_for_critical_energy_infrastructure_protection-ZAWYA20150419124915/ 
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Chinese hackers target Southeast Asia, India, researchers say 

China has been accused before of targeting countries in South and Southeast Asia. In 2011, 

researchers from McAfee reported a campaign dubbed Shady Rat which attacked Asian 

governments and institutions, among other targets. 

Read: http://in.reuters.com/article/2015/04/13/cybersecurity-fireeye-report-

idINKBN0N40AJ20150413 

 

Promoting embedded safety, security ecosystem in India 

The Embedded Safety and Security Summit (ESSS) 2015 will take place on June 17, 2015, at 

the NIMHANS Convention Centre, Bengaluru. The conference will serve as a platform to 

explore technologies, issues and actions to enhance quality, safety, security and certification 

of India-developed embedded systems based on international safety and security standards 

and guidelines. 

Read: http://www.eetindia.co.in/ART_8800711029_1800001_NT_03a42c6c.HTM 

 

Need for efficiency, reliability in power networks fuelling growth of SCADA 

market 

SCADA systems in particular have been found to be particularly vulnerable, as affirmed by a 

number of high-profile cyber-attacks in recent years. Cyber security mechanisms will play a 

decisive role in SCADA selection going forward and will become a unique selling proposition 

across SCADA products from different automation vendors. 

Read: http://www.ceasiamag.com/article/need-for-efficiency-reliability-in-power-networks-fueling-

growth-of-scada-market/11154 

 
Intel Security delivers platform to protect power grids 

Intel Security (IS) has developed a technology platform that is capable of securing both legacy 

and new capabilities within the electric power grid. 

Read: http://www.eetindia.co.in/ART_8800710427_1800008_NT_43ffc0fb.HTM 
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Articles 

Conquering cyber-attacks 

There are umpteen reports in the market which have invariably placed the energy sector and 

the oil and gas sector in the list of most vulnerable sectors when it comes to cyber-attacks. 

Due to this volatile cyber context, spending on critical infrastructure security is set to hit 

US$22 billion by 2020 in the Asia-Pacific region. 

Read: http://www.aogdigital.com/engineering/item/4799-conquering-cyber-attacks 

Cyber security: To move forward, leverage the resources 

The U.S. Department of Energy has been focused on cybersecurity, and one result of its efforts 

is the Electricity Subsector Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model (ES-C2M2). 

Read: http://www.energybiz.com/magazine/article/404581/cybersecurity-move-forward-leverage-

resources  

Energy cyber security – a critical concern 

This piece captures the energy infrastructure disruptions owing to cyber-attacks and what is 

the state of policy on energy cyber security in US. The energy sector regulators are gearing up 

to combat the menace of cyber-attacks which have had a devastating impact on the economy 

and its prospects. 

Read: http://www.dataprotectionreport.com/2015/04/energy-cybersecurity-a-critical-concern-for-

the-nation/  

 

Demystifying cyberattack on Saudi Aramco: cyber security and the avoidable 

disaster in oil & gas 

According to EY, 61 percent of oil and gas organizations said they think it’s unlikely, or even 

highly unlikely, that they’d be able to detect an attack. Further, only 29 percent report 

access to real-time cybersecurity insights. 

Read: http://explorationworld.com/logistics/262/Cybersecurity-and-the-Avoidable-Disaster-in-Oil-

&-Gas,-Part-1 
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Interview 

Interview with SGIP (Smart Grid Interoperability Panel) 

The role of SGIP in harmonizing smart gird standards to facilitate interoperability has been 

quite significant. This particular interview sheds some light on the initiatives taken by SGIP 

to further the cause of smart grid interoperability. 

Read: http://www.directionsmag.com/entry/smart-grid-interoperability-panel-targets-

standards-interoperability-f/353769 

  

DSCI Updates  

Dr Kamlesh Bajaj demitted office of CEO, DSCI 

April 10, 2015 witnessed the outgoing of Dr Kamlesh Bajaj from the office of the CEO, DSCI after 

serving for nearly seven years. Dr Bajaj, was the founding CEO of DSCI. In his leadership, DSCI work 

expanded substantially specially in public advocacy, engaging government on IT Act, Cyber security, 

Privacy laws, Internet governance and many more, which is today an integral to Information and cyber 

security landscape. His strategic directions in thought leadership, have been a pedestal for many 

initiatives at DSCI. As an industry body, DSCI today is a focal point for data protection matters in India. 

Rama Vedashree, VP, NASSCOM has been appointed as officiating CEO, DSCI. 

Response to TRAI Consultation Paper on Regulatory Framework for OTT 

Players 

DSCI framed and submitted its responses to TRAI Consultation Paper on Regulatory Framework for 

OTT Players. The responses in particular were against the questions (Question 6 & 7) pertaining to 

the work of DSCI. DSCI views on the above aforementioned questions are given below:  

 On Question 6, DSCI is of the view that security concerns should be viewed from a 

risk point of view that should not only cover communication services, but entire 

gamut of services that run over the Internet.  

 On Question 7, DSCI comments with justifications on how should OTT players 

offering application services ensure security, safety and privacy of the consumers, 

besides ensuring protection of consumer interest.  

DSCI responses on TRAI Consultation on Regulatory Framework for OTT services are also 

available on TRAI website.  

DSCI-Microsoft Security Symposium  

The DSCI-Microsoft Security Symposium was held in Mumbai. The half day symposium was 

marked by four plenary session. These divulged in the areas of co-ordinated and collaborative 
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security, an architectural paradigm for securing mobility and BYOD, security imperatives in 

public, private and hybrid cloud, besides exploring the security transformation to Digital India.   

 

DSCI Certified Privacy Lead Assessor (DCPLA©) Training and Certification 

Program 

19th DCPLA© Training and Certification program was held in Bangalore. 15 participants from 

organizations including Infosys, DuPont, Aris Global, SLK Global, TCS, EXL, World Vision India, Yodlee 

Infotech, Capillary Technologies attended the three day training and certification program. Total 

no. of professionals trained till now stands at 330 from over 120 organizations. 

DSCI-NASSCOM Pune IS Security Roundtable meeting  

DSCI Pune Chapter organized DSCI-NASSCOM IS Security Round Table meeting in April. The meeting 

focused on various sessions ‘Emerging challenges for IS Security Community’, Enterprise Digital 

Transformation, Embarking on a journey to deploy ISO27001-2013, Secure Coding Practices some do's 

and don'ts and others.  

Dr. Arvind Tilak, Chair, DSCI Pune Chapter and Mohit Bhishikar, CIO, Persistent Systems were key 

speakers at the roundtable. 

DSCI Blog launch 

Data Security Council of India formally launched its blog on April 13, 2015, to encourage experts, 

leaders and organizations to share their thoughts with the information security community in India, 

and the world. The blog shall accept contributions as per editorial guidelines. Read more: 

http://bit.ly/1PilaWn 

 

Upcoming Events  

Best Practices Meet 

 July 9-10, 2015 

DSCI-RSA Roundtable Meeting on Architectural approaches in Managing Identity and Access 

(Invites Only) 

 New Delhi, May 21, 2015 

DSCI-RSA Roundtable Meeting on Security Analytics (Invites Only) 

 Mumbai, June 12, 2015 

Cybercrime Awareness Workshop for Law Enforcement Agencies 

Kerala Police Academy –Thrissur28-29 May, 2015 
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